them. So far as she herself was concerned, it might then go on its way .to
.destruction.
Out there where almost everything is speculation and soon or late for
sale, and where—perhaps just hecause of that—so few of the many having
riches have ever given anybody anything culturally worth while, the
wandering daughter of the oil pioneer bequeathed her enjoyment in her
home, her faith in its beauty regardless of its faults, gave it wearing the
Los Angeles realtor's tag of a 'million dollars'. This she did to help up to
the level of life again, if possible, struggling artists, stranded in an era
they may never survive. How can they?
Hollyhock House now disintegrates, listens to these artists as they
chide, complain and admonish. As they admonish it so it admonishes them.
And perhaps—as its donor meant it should do—Hollyhock House goes
along with their personal issues into fresh life in a new key, looking
gratefully toward her whose home it once was. Yes, and whose home it
still truly is to a greater extent than ever; because, since without her it
never could have been, her spirit is manifest in it, to all.
Why should all Usonian houses, so-called, when they are anything but
Usonian, be of so-called domestic mould when all Usonian people are not
so? Why should Aline Barnsdall live in a house like Mrs. Alderman
Schmutzkopf or even like Mrs. Reggie Plasterbilt's pseudo-Hacienda on
the Boulevard-Wilshire. Individuality is the most precious thing in life,
after all—isn't it? An honest democracy must believe that it is. And the
thing Usonia is gQing to fight, tooth and nail, to preserve as things are
" going, if the superficial fashionable standardizing we have seen every-
where on the Los Angeles surface has any meaning beneath the eclectic's
latest mode—the passing calling itself the 'international style1.
Again and again within my limited experience the 'fashionable' thing
' is-ever the outworn carcass of the early tomorrow. If you would have your
house 'fashionable' be sure it is on its way out of luck even as it is being
built.
In any expression of the human spirit it is principle manifest as char-
acter that alone endures. Individuality is the true property of character.
No . .. not one house that possessed genuine character in this sense but
stands safe outside the performance of the passing show. Hollyhock House
is such a house.
THE ANGELS
Meantime, Hollyhock House as near finished as it would ever be, here I
was looking around me in Los Angeles—trying to hope but disgusfed.
There the Anglicans were busy as could be with steam-shovels tearing
down the hills to get to the top in order to Hot out the top with a house in
sdme queasy fashionable 'style', some aesthetic inanity or other. The
ectectte procession of to and fro in the rag-tag and cast-off of all the ages
Was nev^r going to stop—so it seemed to me. It was Mexico-Spanish jiist
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